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Abstract: The chemical composition of helium-rich hot subluminous O stars plays an important role to understand and
model their formation history. We present a spectroscopic analysis of four He-sdO stars,CD-31∘ 4800, [CW83] 0904-
02, LSS 1274 and LS IV +10∘ 9. The analysis is based on archival optical and UV high-resolution spectra. We used
Tlusty200/Synspec48 to compute line blanketed non-LTE model atmospheres and their corresponding synthetic spec-
tra and derive the atmospheric parameters as well as the abundances of the most prominent elements. All stars have
helium-dominated atmospheres with hardly any hydrogen and temperatures between 42000 K and 47000 K while their
surface gravity spans between log g = 5.4 and 5.7. CD-31∘ 4800 shows an enrichment of nitrogen and the characteristic
pattern of hydrogen burning via the CNO-cycle, while the rest of the elements have about the solar abundance. This
points to the slow merger of two helium white dwarfs as the most likely origin for this system. The other three stars are
enriched in carbon, nitrogen and neon while their intermediate mass element’s abundance scatters around the solar
value. They were possibly formed in the deep mixing late hot flasher scenario.
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1 Introduction
Hot subdwarf stars (sdBs and sdOs) are core helium-
burning starswith very thin hydrogen envelopes. They can
be linked to late stages of the stellar evolution of low-mass
stars. In a Hertzsprung-Russel diagram, they can be found
between themain sequence and thewhite dwarf sequence.
Subdwarf O-starswith heliumdominated atmospheres are
referred to as He-sdO stars.
He-sdO stars probably originate from a variety of evolu-
tionary scenarios. In the merger scenario, two He-core
white dwarfs in a binary system start to approach each
other as the emission of gravitational waves leads to a
shrinkingorbit. At a certainpoint, the lighter companion is
disrupted when it fills its Roche lobe. The debris forms an
accretion disk and/or a hot corona around the more mas-
sive companion. Once helium is ignited in the core of the
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He-WD the remnant turns into a He-sdO star. Depending
on the speed of accretion and the resulting temperature,
thermonuclear reactions might alter the chemical compo-
sition of the debris. The slower the accretion, the lower the
temperatures and the higher the chances that the original
composition remains unaltered (Zhang & Jeffery 2012).
Another formation possibility is the late hot flasher sce-
nario, which does not rely on binary evolution. If a low-
mass star loses enough material on the red giant branch
(RGB) before the helium core flash occurs, it descends
along the hot white dwarf cooling track when a delayed
core helium flash kicks in Castellani & Castellani (1993).
A convection zone below the surface can push hydrogen
to deeper layers where it is burnt during the He-flash.
Depending on how deep the convection zone penetrates
into the stellar interior, different amounts of hydrogen are
burnt and different nuclear reactions occur, resulting in
different chemical abundance patterns.
Determining the chemical abundances of He-sdO stars is
an important task as they are directly linked to their for-
mation history. There are three different classes of He-sdO
stars, according to their chemical composition: carbon-
rich, nitrogen-rich and those enriched in both carbon and
nitrogen (Hirsch 2009; Stroer et al. 2007). The chemical
composition of the atmospheres of He-sdO stars can be
used as a testbed for different evolutionary scenarios. In
addition, it becomes easier to pick chemically peculiar
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stars and those sticking out from the classical three cate-
gories. In this workwe present a complete Non-Local Ther-
modynamic Equilibrium (NLTE) analysis of four He-sdO
stars, includingall importantmetals for evolutionarymod-
els, including iron and nickel.

2 Methods
We used Tlusty200 and Synspec48 to calculate model at-
mospheres and synthetic spectra. Themodel atmospheres
covered complete NLTE conditions and line-blanketing
with themost detailedmodel atoms available on the corre-
sponding websites. For fitting the observational data, the
Spectrum Plotting and Analysis Suite (SPAS) was applied
(Hirsch 2009). This program uses a spline fit to interpolate
between the different model spectra and a downhill sim-
plex algorithm for determining the errors (see (Napiwotzki
et al. 2004) for details).
Before addressing the metal abundances of the sample
stars, the procedure to determine the atmospheric param-
eters with H/He grids was inspected in more detail. Pure
H/He grids without additional metals have been widely
used for the analysis of several subdwarf stars. Before ap-
plying them to stars it was necessary to check if they are
adequate enough to reproduce the stellar atmosphere and
especially the temperature stratification correctly. Amodel
atmosphere was set up at an effective temperature of Teff =
47000 K, log(g)=5.7 and n(He)=100×n(H) and the stratifi-
cation as a function of the optical depthwas derived. After-
wards, metals were added in NLTE conditions with abun-
dancesmatching those in [CW83] 0904-02. The addedmet-
als are C, N, O, Ne, Mg, Al, Si, P, S , Fe and Ni. The strati-
fication was determined for a HHeC, a HHeCNO, an atmo-
sphere with all the intermediate mass elements and an at-
mosphere with all available elements. The result can be
seen in figure 1,where the atmospherewith iron andnickel
serves as a reference point for the temperature stratifica-
tion.

It can be clearly seen that a pure HHe atmosphere
shows drastic deviations concerning the temperature
stratification when compared to more metal-rich atmo-
spheres. In the important line forming region, the differ-
ences in temperature reach up to 3000 K. By just adding
one metal (carbon) at the appropriate (high) abundance,
thedeviations are decreaseddramatically to around500K.
Moremetals hardlymake anydifference in the line forming
region when compared to the atmosphere with iron and
nickel. As the computation time increases with the num-
ber of includedelements, addingonemetal seems tobe the

best trade-off between accuracy and time consumption.
As an additional crosscheck, we used the final model at-
mosphere of CD -31∘ 4800 and the resulting synthetic spec-
trum as a mock spectrum and fitted it with a HHeN grid,
tailored to the nitrogen content of CD -31∘ 4800. The input
atmosphere had the following atmospheric parameters:

– Teff=42200K
– log(g)=5.60
– log(n(He)/n(H))=2.61

The fit resulted in the following parameters.

– Teff = 42900 ± 400K
– log(g)=5, 60 ± 0.03
– log(n(He)/n(H))=2.61(fix)

By fixing the helium abundance and applying the fitting
procedure we can reproduce the atmospheric parameters
of the mock spectrum almost exactly. The offset in effec-
tive temperature (700K) matches the predictions from the
stratification analysis (∼500K) very well.
It was therefore decided to apply the procedure of de-
termining the atmospheric parameters with a HHe+metal
grid for all the sample stars. In practice, a first set of at-
mospheric parameters was determined with a pure H/He
grid and a model atmosphere with these parameters was
set up. From this model atmosphere, a small subgrid was
calculated to determine the carbon or nitrogen abundance
of the star, depending on whether it belongs to the C-rich
or the N-rich class. Afterwards, the HHe grid was updated
with the corresponding metal at the correct abundance
and the atmospheric parameters were re-determined.
After the final atmospheric parameters were set up, the
abundances for the other metals were derived. From
a model atmosphere with the parameters from the
HHe+metal grid, all elements (except helium of course)
were set to solar abundance. Small subgrids were com-
puted for each individual metal one after the other to fit
the available spectral lines. The fit was a simultaneous fit
of several isolated lines. The model atmosphere was then
updated with the resulting abundance and the next ele-
ment was fitted. In a first run, only the available optical
spectra were fitted and iron and nickel were not included
in the calculations. This was done to get a first estimate of
the chemical composition and to save computation time
on the long run. Following the analysis of the intermediate
mass elements, iron and nickel were included with abun-
dances determined from UV spectra. After this step, all el-
ements (except helium) were refitted from optical and UV
spectra simultaneously. The resulting abundances are the
error weighted abundances from optical and UV data.
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Figure 1. Temperature stratification of different NLTE atmospheres. The atmosphere containing iron and nickel was used as a reference
point. The region of line formation is marked by the gray bar.

Table 1. Information about the sample stars analyzed in this work.

Star Instrument Wavelength range
[Å]

R

CD -31∘ 4800 UVES 3281...4562 68642
* UVES 4583...6686 107200
* IUE 1150...1980 10000
* IUE 1850...3350 10000
* FORS1 3400...5900 1700

[CW83] 0904-02 FEROS (2x) 3527...9216 48000
* FUSE (2x) 900...1190 22000
* IUE (3x) 1150...1970 10000

LSS1274 UVES (2x) 4726...6835 66320
* UVES (2x) 3024...3884 49620
* FUSE (2x) 900...1190 22000

LS IV +10∘ 9 UVES 3281...4562 53750
* IUE (2x) 1150...1980 10000

3 Results
The stars analyzed in this work are CD -31∘ 4800, LSS 1274,
[CW83] 0904-02and LS IV+10∘ 9. Table 1 lists information

about the different stars and their spectra analyzed dur-
ing thiswork. Optical high-resolution Echelle spectrawere
taken from theEuropeanSouthernObservatory (ESO)Data
Archive and UV spectra (IUE and FUSE) from the Mikulski
Archive for Space Telescopes (MAST).

The data from the UVES spectrograph were particu-
larly useful as it covered the optical-UV, a region where a
large amount of Ne II lines can be found.
In Table 2 an overview on the atmospheric parameters of
the four sample stars are given. They were determined by
using the HHe+metal grids, tailored to the carbon or nitro-
gen abundances of the corresponding stars.

While CD -31∘ 4800, LSS 1274 and LS IV+10∘ 9 showno
significant rotation (vrot sin(i)< 5 km s−1) the projected rota-
tional velocity is 35 ±4 km s−1 for [CW83] 0904-02. The ro-
tational broadening is clearly visible in both optical and
UV data. Figure 2 shows several carbon lines from the
FUSE spectrumwith the best fit in red and the line profiles
without rotation in green, demonstrating that the rotation
is obvious.
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Figure 2. Fit of carbon lines in the FUSE spectrum of [CW83] 0904-02 (red) and line profiles without rotation (green).

Figure 3. Abundance pattern of CD -31∘ 4800. Given is the relative mass abundance compared to the sun. The solar value is indicated by the
black line.
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Figure 4. Teff/log(g) diagram of sample stars in comparison with He-sdOs from Hirsch[2009]. In addition, tracks for the He-Main Sequence
and the Termina Age Extreme Horizontal Branch are shwon.

Table 2. Atmospheric parameters for the four sample stars, deter-
mined from HHe+metal grids.

Star Teff log(g) log(n(He)/n(H)
CD -31∘ 4800 (N) 42200 ± 300 5.60 ± 0.15 2.61 ± 0.20
LSS1274 (CN) 44300 ±400 5.48 ± 0.20 2.17 ± 0.25

LS IV +10∘ 9 (CN) 43900 ± 200 5.43 ± 0.15 2.73 ± 0.25
[CW83] 0904-02

(CN)
47000 ± 500 5.70 ± 0.20 2.00 ± 0.30

The atmospheric parameters are typical for He-sdO
stars. Figure 4 shows their position in a Teff/log(g) diagram
in comparison with other He-sdO stars taken from (Hirsch
2009).

In table 3, the logarithmic mass abundances for each
element in the sample stars are listed as the originated
from the fits. The last column gives the solar mass abun-
dance as a reference (Asplund et al. 2009). If no value is
given for a specific element, either no spectral lines could

be found or the fit did not reproduce the spectral lines well
enough and was therefore rejected.

It is apparent that CD -31∘ 4800 is strongly enriched
in nitrogen and depleted in carbon and oxygen while the
other three stars are all enriched in carbon, nitrogen and
neon but to a different extend. Figure 3 and figure 5 il-
lustrate the abundance patterns of CD -31∘ 4800 and the
three other stars respectively. Given is the relative mass
abundance for each element with respect to the solarmass
abundance.

4 Discussion
The derived abundance patterns allow us to draw direct
conclusions regarding the formation history of the corre-
sponding stars. Figure 6 shows the position of the sample
stars in a log(Teff)/log(g) diagram in combination with two
evolutionary tracks. The red track represents the shallow
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Figure 5. Abundance pattern of CN-rich He-sdO stars.Given is the relative mass abundance compared to the sun. The solar value is indicated
by the black line.

Table 3. Logarithmic surface mass abundances of the analyzed elements. Hydrogen was the reference element in the calculations of the
model atmospheres, no errors are given for hydrogen. The last column gives the solar mass abundances taken from (Asplund et al. 2009)
as a reference.

CD -31∘ 4800 LSS1274 [CW83] 0904-02 LS IV +10∘ 9 solar
H −3.21 −2.79 −2.62 −2.79 −0.13
He 0.00 ± 0.20 −0.02 ± 0.25 −0.02 ± 0.30 −0.01 ± 0.25 −0.6 ± 0.01
C −4.46 ± 0.20 −1.69 ± 0.05 −1.65 ± 0.10 −2.11 ± 0.15 −2.62 ± 0.05
N −2.39 ± 0.10 −2.75 ± 0.05 −3.07 ± 0.10 −2.39 ± 0.04 −3.16 ± 0.04
O −4.21 ± 0.20 −3.39 ± 0.10 −3.13 ± 0.29 −2.84 ± 0.11 −2.24 ± 0.05
Ne −2.91 ± 0.20 −2.23 ± 0.10 −2.23 ± 0.26 −1.94 ± 0.05 −2.90 ± 0.10
Mg −3.42 ± 0.30 −3.37 ± 0.27 −3.43 ± 0.15 −3.16 ± 0.07 −3.15 ± 0.05
Al −4.63 ± 0.19 −4.01 ± 0.14 −4.07 ± 0.51 −4.04 ± 0.08 −4.25 ± 0.04
Si −3.19 ± 0.14 −3.44 ± 0.10 −3.67 ± 0.34 −2.96 ± 0.07 −3.17 ± 0.03
P − −5.22 ± 0.14 5.28 ± 0.20 −4.98 ± 0.13 −5.23 ± 0.03
S −4.51 ± 0.44 −4.04 ± 0.10 −5.03 ± 0.17 − −3.50 ± 0.03
Fe −3.32 ± 0.09 −3.48 ± 0.10 −3.68 ± 0.25 −3.38 ± 0.11 −2.89 ± 0.04
Ni −4.46 ± 0.16 −3.64 ± 0.12 −4.41 ± 0.20 −4.08 ± 0.15 −4.15 ± 0.04
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Figure 6. Kiel diagram with evolutionary tracks for deep mixing and different stellar masses (red, blue, green and purple) and shallow (black
dashed) mixing hot flasher scenarios.

Figure 7. Abundance predictions from deep-mixing hot flasher (Battich) and slow merger models (Miller-Bertolami).
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mixing scenario while the black one stands for the deep
mixing hot flasher scenario. It is obvious that the shallow
mixing case can be ruled out for all stars, while the hot
flasher case seems possible for all of them.

In figure 7 predictions ofmass abundances are shown,
resulting frommodels for the deepmixing hot flasher case
[(Battich et al. 2018), submitted.].
Concerning LSS 1274, [CW83] 0904-02 and LS IV+10∘ 9, the
predictednitrogenabundance is a bit toohigh, neon seems
to be too strongly enriched in the stars. This can be ex-
plained by the shortcomings of one dimensionalmodeling
and may be solved when three dimensional modeling be-
comes available. The hydrogen, helium, carbon and oxy-
gen abundances are in good agreement with the model
predictions for the deep-mixing late hot flasher case. We
also compared the abundance patterns of these three stars
to the predictions of a composite merger model (Zhang
& Jeffery 2012). None of them shows an abundance pat-
tern that is consistent with themodel predictions for these
cases.
For CD -31∘ 4800 themass abundance predictions from the
deep mixing hot flasher are not compatible with the mea-
surements. However, the slow merger of two He-core WDs
seems more likely (Zhang & Jeffery 2012). In figure 7 the
green bars represent the predicted chemical composition
of the He core of a RGB star. As the slow merger scenario
does not alter the chemical composition of the material,
the predicted abundances are usable for a comparison
with the slowmerger case. For all elements, the measured
mass abundances of CD -31∘ 4800 are in good agreement
with the model predictions. However, the projected rota-
tion velocity of CD -31∘ 4800 is smaller than 5km s−1. This
calls the merger scenario for CD -31∘ 4800 into questions.
Modelling of the angular momentum loss during and past
the merger is necessary to clarify this issue.
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